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Rowan Huntley painting at Montenvers, June 2007

ROWAN HUNTLEY

Beginnings

T

he first time I peered into the ultramarine abyss of a glacial crevasse, I
saw my future life's work fall into place. With my face to the Wind,
crampon claws dug deep in the ice and my axe to hand, I stood fixated.
The colours, textures and even sounds which surrounded me there on
Norway's Nigard glacier seemed to touch my very soul. I had entered an
icy paradise where, amongst the rock debris, all around me lay small snow
crystals, glistening crunchy surface granules, larger clumps of melded,
rounded ice marbles, water-worn runnels, turquoise surface pools and the
polished and compressed, glass-like walls of deep blue crevasses. The sheer
enormity, power and beauty of a glacier were finally real to me.
My quest to experience a 'living' glacier had begun two years before while
painting in Snowdonia, more of which later. However, my love for snow
and ice has been part of my life for as long as I can remember. I grew up in
the Scottish Borders where I was always first out and last home in a blizzard.
I'd spend hours playing in snow, running around and best of all, just staring
upwards as it fell. I was captivated by its mesmerising qualities and the way
in which it completely transformed everything it touched, even if - as was
often the case - it was just for the briefest of moments.
I spent my childhood roaming the countryside near our home with my
late father, Eric Huntley and, more importantly, I also watched him paint
it. The landscape within just a few square miles comprised the river valleys
of the Tweed and the Whiteadder, the north-east coast, and the Cheviot
and Eildon Hills. These subjects, together with a wide open sky and our
tiny, rural village provided endless inspiration for dad's paintings over a
period of nearly 40 years. This proved a doubly valuable lesson for me; that
there is great importance in really getting to know and understand your
subject and that a subject can be painted many, many times before you run
out of things to say about it.
Dad was a very accomplished painter, inspired initially by the 'Euston
Road' approach. He trained under Sir Lawrence Gowing, Sir Roger de
Grey and Sir Robin Darwin at Durham University (graduating in 1950
with First Class Honours) and later was elected RSW (Royal Society of
Watercolourists). My own path to becoming a painter is somewhat more
tenuous. There was never any question that I would become an artist of
some kind but, in an attempt to ensure that I'd have several career options
to·choose from, I chose to train as an Illustrator. This, though, was like
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trying to walk with your mountain boots on the wrong feet. After graduating
as a 'Wildlife illustrator', it soon became obvious that I was anything but.
Employment (both voluntary and paid) in graphics departments within
the Museums service followed for a brief period, but in my heart, I wanted
to paint.
So I got married (!) and my painting career was launched shortly after,
with my first picture winning a Trophy at the Derby City Open Exhibition.
This gave me the confidence to believe that maybe I could achieve at least
part of my dream with some success. Needless to say, I haven't looked
back since.
Establishing one's self as an artist is no slight task; there are many routes
to take and all have hurdles to contend with. But early on, what became
apparent to me was the importance of having faith in, and being true to,
myself.
Sadly, my father died at this point and I found myself for a time, artistically
at least, very alone. But I persevered and determined even more to 'carry
on where I [Dad] left off', as he warmly encouraged me to do not long
before he passed away.
We moved to south-east Wales and I busied myself with painting the
beautiful Glamorgan coastline and the austere moorland of the Brecon
Beacons but there soon came a point where I was no longer happy to paint
the area's 'scenes which sell' just for the sake of it, as the local galleries
demanded. I wanted to be challenged, stretched, inspired, interested in what
I was doing and learning things along the way. Not just in terms of painting
but also in building a thorough knowledge and comprehension of a subject
that fascinated me. So I headed for higher ground and it was here that I
knew I had found where I wanted - perhaps even needed - to be.
Repeatedly visiting the wonderfully mysterious Cwm Idwal in Snowdonia,
I became acutely aware of the natural ice-carved beauty around me as I
painted. This led to an intense desire to discover more about the actuality
of how such a jagged and mountainous landscape had been created - to
look beneath the surface of the scenery I could see. This would enable me
to really begin to understand the natural processes such as upheaval, erosion
and, primarily, glaciation, which had been instrumental in its shaping.
So I took myself off to Norway, to the Jotunheim National Park and the
Jostedal ice cap, a breathtaking world of mountains and ice. Here I was
able to immerse myself in painting the alluring mystery and bleak splendour
of a frozen mountain world which yields, for me, the endless inspiration
and artistic challenges I seek. My intimate adventure on Nigardsbreen was
my first encounter with a 'living' glacier and as such, it remains intensely
special to this day. That experience alone opened up a whole new world to
me in terms of where I wanted my painting to take me and, in turn, where
I wanted to take it. From then on, my aim has been to really 'get under the
skin' of rock, ice and snow in order to portray them as truthfully as possible
in the representational manner in which I paint.
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To do this, (and therefore) to interpret the rawness of the mountain
environment with probity, I need to feel it, be part of it. I need to witness
ephemeral skies and the dramatic light that emanates from them affecting
everything below. I need to experience the enormity and power of nature in
a place that renders us so small. I need to get in amoJlgst the snow and the
rock to touch and embrace them, to build awareness of their substance and
textures with my fingertips. Only then can I begin to understand the
relevance of each individual element and how they work together to create
such scenes of mystery, awe, turbulence and serenity.
Mountains have intrigued and attracted artists throughout history and
will absolutely continue to do so. There are many such painters whose
work I admire tremendously and who have, undoubtedly, had some
influence on my own approach. The Norwegian painters; J C Dahl (17881857) of the Romantic era, Even Ulving (1863-1952) and the Finn Eero
Jarnefelt (1863-1937) are of particular note, my specific interest in the latter
being more about the rendering of snow than about mountains. Other
favourites are Gabriel Loppe (1825-1913) and E T Compton (1849-1921)
who were painting at an incredibly exciting time during the formative years
of Alpinism and T H Somervell (1890-1975), first and foremost a medical
missionary and mountaineer of great merit but an accomplished and revered
painter nonetheless. All lived at different times and all had their own unique
style of working but what they had in common was a shared fervour for
exploring and painting the Alpine world. What is of enormous interest and
significance to me is that each sought to do so in a representational way,
paying great attention to direct observation.
In my own paintings, I inherently seek to identify and emphasise the
natural rhythms and patterns in a landscape, something which is probably
due largely to my illustrative background. Thankfully, my subject matter is
extremely giving in this respect in that there is much to work with even in
the simplest of compositions. Skies play a central role in many of my pictures
as they are directly responsible for the light that, together with the weather,
creates atmosphere. What goes on above is directly responsible for what
we see below in the landscape - just think of the shadows cast long by a low
winter sun or from scudding clouds as they speed by on the wind. There
are endless types of cloud and many ground-based features to play with:
snow layers, flutes, meringues and cornices, rock slabs, strata, facets and
fissures to name just a few. All these provide infinite appeal and possibility,
colour and design and are indeed enhanced to great effect by the transient
light of continuously changing weather and, of course, the seasons.
My recent work in the Alps has served only to fuel still further my passion
for painting snow, rock and ice - the more I discover the more I want to
find out. Barely having scratched the surface of this captivating subject
matter, I look forward greatly to the many stimulating challenges - painting
and otherwise - I will encounter as I continue to explore and be enthralled
by it, hopefully for some considerable time to come.

